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In the 1980s, CAFE was the subject of several lawsuits by the Center for Auto Safety and Public
Citizen, each of which attempted to force the standard to more stringent levels than those chosen by the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. In 1986 CEI and Consumer Alert entered the picture,
arguing that NHTSA was illegally ignoring CAFE’s lethal impact on traffic safety. In our view, consideration
of this issue would have led to CAFE standards that were less stringent and therefore less lethal. At a
minimum, a public assessment of CAFE’s safety effects would at least have informed the public of the
human costs of this program.
In our first case, decided in 1990, we lost on the merits. The court did, however, rule that we had
judicial standing; that is, that we were entitled to challenge NHTSA’s handling of CAFE on the basis of its
impact on consumer choice and safety. That decision, reprinted below, is reported at 901 F.2d 107 (D.C.
Circuit). We had far greater success in our second CAFE suit, decided in 1992 and reprinted below. The
court held that NHTSA had illegally tried “to paper over” the safety issue, using a combination of “fudged
analysis”, “statistical legerdemain”, “lame claims” and “specious arguments”. It found that, in pricing
consumers out of affordable large cars, the agency demonstrated a “let them eat cake” attitude towards
consumer safety. It concluded that when
“the government regulates in a way that prices many of its citizens out of access to large-car safety,
it owes them reasonable candor. If it provides that, the affected citizens at least know that the
government has faced up to the meaning of its choice. The requirement of reasoned decisionmaking
ensures this result and prevents officials from cowering behind bureaucratic mumbo-jumbo.”
The court sent the issue back to NHTSA to reconsider its decision. After a year and a half, NHTSA
issued a new set of rationalizations for why CAFE supposedly wasn’t lethal. We sued again. This time
around, a different panel of judges upheld the agency. They did, however, find NHTSA’s treatment of the
safety issue to be troubling. Their ruling, issued in 1995, is reprinted below, directly after the 1992 decision.
Given that courts must give federal agencies a high degree of deference, the fact that this panel noted its
dissatisfaction with NHTSA suggests that the agency was still playing loose with the CAFE-safety issue.
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OPINION:

WILLIAMS, Circuit Judge:

Choice means giving something up. In deciding whether to relax the previously established "corporate
average fuel economy" ("CAFE") standard for model year 1990, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration ("NHTSA") confronted a record suggesting that refusal to do so would exact some penalty in
auto safety. Rather than affirmatively choosing extra energy savings over extra safety, however, NHTSA
obscured the safety problem, and thus its need to choose. Because NHTSA failed to reason through to its
decision, see Greater Boston Television Corp. v. FCC, 143 App. D.C. 383, 444 F.2d 841, 850-52 (D.C. Cir.
1970), we remand the case for further consideration.
***
The Energy Policy and Conservation Act, Pub. L. No. 94-163, 89 Stat. 871, codified at 15 U.S.C. § 2001 et
seq. (1988), requires every major carmaker to keep the average fuel economy of its fleet, in each model
year, at or above a prescribed level. The Act holds manufacturers to a standard of 27.5 miles per gallon for
model year 1985 and each model year thereafter, but authorizes NHTSA to modify the standard, up or
down. Where the agency chooses to modify, it must set the replacement standard at the "maximum feasible
average fuel economy level". 15 U.S.C. § 2002(a)(4). In determining "feasibility", NHTSA has always taken
passenger safety into account, see Competitive Enterprise Inst. v. NHTSA, 284 App. D.C. 1, 901 F.2d 107,
120 n.11 (D.C. Cir. 1990) ("CEI I"), and the agency maintains that safety concerns are relevant to whether
the agency should adopt one CAFE standard over another.
In August 1988, at the behest of various parties, including several major carmakers and petitioner
Competitive Enterprise Institute ("CEI"), NHTSA initiated a rulemaking proceeding on whether to reduce the
CAFE standards for model years 1989 and 1990. See 53 FR 33080 . The agency quickly lowered the
standard for model year 1989 to 26.5 mpg, but it continued to hear public comment on whether to reduce the
1990 standard as well. Then, in May 1989, NHTSA terminated its proceedings on that issue and left the
statutory standard in place.
While the agency rejected a variety of attacks on that standard, we are concerned with only one of
the defeated arguments: the contention that the standard will force carmakers to produce smaller,
less safe cars, thus making it more difficult and expensive for consumers to buy larger, safer cars.
We find that the agency has not coherently addressed this concern.
***
As a threshold matter, NHTSA claims that neither of the petitioners has standing to bring this action. In all
respects but one, NHTSA's arguments rehash those rejected in CEI I, and we need only refer it to that

decision. 143 App. D.C. 383, 901 F.2d 111 at 111-19. The only novel claim arises from our decision in
General Motors Corp. v. NHTSA, 283 App. D.C. 151, 898 F.2d 165 (D.C. Cir. 1990), issued a few weeks
after CEI I, that NHTSA may properly refuse to entertain a petition, filed long after the beginning of a model
year, to amend the standard for that year. From this NHTSA leaps to the view that this court cannot redress
any wrong to Consumer Alert's members. But nothing in General Motors undermines our power to order
retroactive reconsideration of a standard where necessary to "grant appropriate relief" to aggrieved parties
under 15 U.S.C. § 2004(a). See City of Los Angeles v. NHTSA, 286 App. D.C. 78, 912 F.2d 478, 485 (D.C.
Cir. 1990); CEI I, 283 App. D.C. 151, 901 F.2d 117 at 117-18 .
***
On the merits, we must determine whether NHTSA has offered a reasoned explanation for terminating its
inquiry into whether to relax the 27.5 standard. The statute does not specify criteria for when NHTSA must
persevere in a rulemaking it has already initiated, but the agency does not dispute that there is "law to
apply". The parties do disagree on the appropriate degree of deference owed to an agency's decision to
terminate a rulemaking proceeding. Cf. Williams Natural Gas Co. v. FERC, 277 App. D.C. 3, 872 F.2d 438,
443-44 (D.C. Cir. 1989) (suggesting that more deference than usual is owed in such contexts). But the exact
degree is unimportant. Petitioners' essential claim is an attack not on NHTSA's judgment call, but on
NHTSA's attempt to paper over the need to make a call. We cannot defer to mere decisional evasion.
Cf. SEC v. Chenery Corp., 332 U.S. 194, 196-97, 91 L. Ed. 1995, 67 S. Ct. 1575 (1947).
When the automaking firms petitioned for a reduction in the model year 1990 standard down to
26.5 mpg [see J.A. 60], and petitioners pressed the argument that failure to reduce the standard
would cost lives, NHTSA had three basic choices. First, it might have concluded that the statute does not
require it to consider safety effects when deciding whether to embark on a modification proceeding. It could
then have dismissed petitioners' claims without further ado. While a court might have reversed, the statutory
framework is so loose and deference under Chevron U.S.A. v. NRDC, 467 U.S. 837, 467 U.S. 837, 81 L.
Ed.2d 694, 104 S. Ct. 2778 (1984), so broad that the agency would have had a fair shot at being upheld.
Second, NHTSA might have seriously examined the record data. On its face this suggested (as we
shall see) the overwhelming likelihood that a 27.5 mpg standard reduces the supply of safe cars
available to American consumers. Conceivably, of course, a sophisticated analysis might have overcome
the record's apparent implications, but even if it did not, all NHTSA would have had to do was face the tradeoff. It could have said that while the 27.5 standard might cost, say, 200-to-500 American lives a year for ten
years, it would also reduce American oil imports by, say, 50,000-to-400,000 barrels a year, and that in its
judgment the trade-off was worth it. And it could have expressed any such trade-off in less numerical terms.
Finally, NHTSA could have fudged the analysis, held the standard at 27.5, and, with the help of
statistical legerdemain, made conclusory assertions that its decision had no safety cost at all. That
is what it chose. The people petitioners represent, consumers who do not want to be priced out of
the market for larger, safer cars, deserve better from their government.
We must remand this case to NHTSA if the agency has not adequately explained why one of the following
is false: (1) adopting a 27.5 standard (as opposed to a lower standard) will have some constraining effect on
carmakers; (2) carmakers will, as one consequence of the standard, decrease the average size of their cars
below what it would have been absent the standard; (3) this decrease will make it more difficult for
consumers to drive large cars; and (4) all other things being equal, a large car is safer than a small car. The
agency actually admits the truth of the fourth proposition (see p. 10 below), and we can find no passage in
the record where the agency has coherently explained the falsehood of any of the others.
Constraining automakers
As the agency conceded at oral argument, the 27.5 mpg standard obviously affects carmakers' behavior if not in model year 1990, at least in subsequent years. Under the statute, if a carmaker exceeds the
applicable CAFÉ standard in one year, it earns credits that it may use to offset CAFÉ deficiencies over the
next three years. See 15 U.S.C. § 2002(l). At the very least, keeping the 1990 standard at 27.5 mpg reduces

the number of carryover credits that GM can use to blunt the effect of the CAFE standards for model years
1991-93. Accordingly, NHTSA expressed its quite reasonable belief that "the potential actual [sic] impacts on
energy conservation [from retention of the 27.5 mpg standard for model year 1990] are largely related to
multi-year considerations." NHTSA, Passenger Automobile Average Fuel Economy Standards for Model
Year 1990, Termination of Rulemaking, 54 FR 21985, 21994 /3 (1989). In fact, NHTSA recently declared
that it would be unlawful for it to set "CAFÉ standards deliberately low enough to be 'nonconstraining' ".
NHTSA, Passenger Automobile Average Fuel Economy Standards for Model Years 1989 and 1990, Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking, 53 FR 33080, 33094 /3 (1988). It seems obvious, then, that the 27.5 mpg standard
is constraining in one way or another.
Automakers' likely choice to downsize
Second, the agency insisted at oral argument that even if the 27.5 standard constrains the behavior of
carmakers, it will not lead to smaller cars. Yet nowhere has the agency actually justified this claim or even
purported to make such a finding. It came closest in the following passage: There are still a number of fuelefficiency enhancing methods that [GM and Ford have] not fully utilized throughout their fleets. . . . NHTSA
believes that the domestic manufacturers should be able to improve their fuel economy in the future by
these and/or other technological means, without outsourcing their larger cars, without further downsizing or
mix shifts toward smaller cars, and without sacrificing acceleration or performance.
54 Fed. Reg. at 21996/2-3 (emphasis added). Why the agency expressed itself in the normative ("should
be") is anybody's guess. At any rate, it has never claimed that domestic manufacturers will in fact meet the
standard without downsizing their fleets, or even that there is a substantial probability that they will do so, or
even that there is a substantial likelihood that they will use methods other than downsizing for the lion's
share of the work. Presumably NHTSA does not assert such facts because it could not ground them in the
record.
Moreover, to the extent that carmakers choose technological innovation over downsizing (and further
assuming that such innovation would not itself compromise aspects of auto safety), that choice would
involve significant costs in implementation, even if we assume that research and development are
complete. That cost would translate into higher prices for large cars (as well as small), thereby pressuring
consumers to retain their old cars and make the associated sacrifice in safety (see … below). The result
would be effectively the same harm that concerns petitioners and that the agency fails to negate or justify.
The historical fact is, however, that carmakers respond to CAFE standards by reducing the size of
their fleets. NHTSA itself has explicitly acknowledged as much in the past, see, e.g., NHTSA, Passenger
Automobile Average Fuel Economy Standards for Model Year 1989: Final Rule, 53 FR 39278 /1 (Oct. 6,
1988); MY 1987-88 Environmental Assessment 19-20, and we ourselves have insisted that "the evidence
shows that manufacturers are likely to respond to lower CAFE standards by continuing or expanding
production of larger, heavier vehicles," CEI I, 901 F.2d at 117. Even in the decision below the agency
acknowledged this link, explaining that "Chrysler's CAFE has been higher than that of GM or Ford in recent
years primarily because it does not compete, or compete as heavily, in all the market segments in which GM
and Ford sell cars, particularly the large car market." 54 Fed. Reg. at 21991/2-3.
The agency now tries to obscure this reality by pointing out that "the average fuel economy of the
new car fleet has improved steadily from 26.6 mpg in model year 1982 to 28.2 mpg in model year
1987, while the average weight of a new car increased two pounds during the same period." NHTSA
Br. at 13, citing 54 Fed. Reg. at 21993/1. This argument misses the point. The appropriate
comparison, which NHTSA must but did not address, is between the world with more stringent CAFE
standards and the world with less stringent standards. The fact that weight has remained constant over
time despite mileage improvements shows the effect of technological improvements, to be sure, but in no
way undermines the natural inference that weight is lower than it would be absent CAFE regulation. Here we
can be quite sure that it is lower, since, as NHTSA observed in this decision, economic recovery and
declining gasoline prices sharply raised consumer demand for large cars over the relevant period. 54 Fed.
Reg. at 21987/1; see also CEI I, 901 F.2d at 117 ("consumer demand has shifted back toward larger
vehicles"). If consumers demanded substantially bigger cars, carmakers - absent regulation - would have

produced substantially bigger cars, not cars that remained, on average, within two pounds of the cars made
when consumers favored smaller cars. Moreover, NHTSA has given us no reason to think that whatever
technological innovations permitted automakers to meet CAFE requirements while keeping weight constant
did not also cost consumers more, again pricing some consumers out of the market for new large cars. n1
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - n1 It is significant that even NHTSA makes no more than the lame claim that "this example illustrates the
point that not all CAFE gains come by reducing weight." 54 Fed. Reg. at 21993/1. The issue is whether a
material portion of the "CAFE gains" are likely to entail downsizing. NHTSA never even purports to deny
this.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Effect on consumer access to large cars
NHTSA also argues that even if the 27.5 mpg standard will deplete the supply of large GM or Ford cars, a
consumer looking for a big car "will buy a large car from another manufacturer, or will buy a minivan, or will
keep his or her older, large car. . . . Any one of those alternative consumer outcomes is far more likely than
the possibility that the consumer will buy a smaller car than he or she wanted to buy." 54 Fed. Reg. at
21993/2. Nothing in the record suggests that any of these will give consumers large-car safety at the prices
that would have prevailed if NHTSA had made a less stringent choice.
The reference to buying large cars from "another manufacturer" is somewhat in the spirit of Marie
Antoinette's suggestion to "let them eat cake." By NHTSA's own hypothesis, the "other manufacturers"
are Chrysler, which has essentially removed itself from the large car market, id. at 21991/2-3, and foreign
manufacturers, which are subject to CAFE standards on their U.S. sales, see 15 U.S.C. § 2002(a)(1). To the
limited extent that foreign firms produce truly large cars at all, they are expensive ones. See generally
Highway Loss Data Institute, Injury and Collision Loss Experience, Cars by Make and Model (September
1988), reprinted at J.A. 239.
In suggesting minivans (which are exempt from the 27.5 standard), the agency disingenuously
obscures their dangers by citing safety figures only for vans in general. 54 Fed. Reg. at 21993/2-3. As
NHTSA itself has amply documented, however, minivans are considerably less safe than vans generally,
with a fatality rate per registered vehicle about 25-33% higher than that of large cars. NHTSA, Safety
Programs for Light Trucks and Multipurpose Passenger Vehicles (April 1988), at 4, reprinted at J.A. 94.
Finally, NHTSA's notion that the consumer should "keep his or her older, large car" ignores both its own
finding that new cars "appear to experience fewer accidents per mile traveled," NHTSA, Final Rule: Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, 42 FR 34289, 34292 /3 (1977), and the plight of consumers seeking to buy
a large car for the first time.
Impact on safety
By making it harder for consumers to buy large cars, the 27.5 mpg standard will increase traffic fatalities if,
as a general matter, small cars are less safe than big ones. They are, as NHTSA itself acknowledges. See
54 Fed. Reg. at 21993/3-21994/1. The agency explains:
Occupants of the smaller cars generally are at greater risk because: (a) the occupant's survival space is
generally less in small cars (survival space, in simple terms, means enough room for the occupant to be
held by the vehicle's occupant restraint system without being smashed into injurious surfaces, and enough
room to prevent being crushed or hit by a collapsing surface); (b) smaller and lighter vehicles generally have
less physical structure available to absorb and manage crash energy and forces; and (c) in most collisions
between vehicles of different weight, the forces imposed on occupants of lighter cars are proportionately
greater than the forces felt by occupants of heavier vehicles.
NHTSA, Small Car Safety in the 1980's at 64 (1980), reprinted at J.A. 85. n2

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - n2 One might argue that the third factor indicates that if all cars were small, there would be fewer traffic
fatalities. Any such inference appears quite doubtful. Cars can hit a variety of objects, including trucks, trees,
and other cars; fatalities in car-to-car crashes do not account for even a majority of passenger-car occupant
fatalities. See Failure Analysis Associates, The Impact of "Downsizing" the American Automobile Fleet on
Overall Motor Vehicle Safety (August 1986), at 38, reprinted at J.A. 180. Unless NHTSA outlaws trucks and
trees, smaller cars will probably always mean higher fatality rates, as NHTSA recognizes. See Small Car
Safety in the 1980's at 59, reprinted in J.A. at 80 ("in single vehicle crashes, there is increased risk of
serious injury or death"); see also The Impact of "Downsizing" at 6, reprinted at J.A. 176; Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety, Status Report, Dec. 30, 1982, at 5, reprinted at J.A. 223. Moreover, while the record is
not clear on the matter, it appears that the chance of fatality in crashes involving two big cars is
substantially lower than the chance of fatality in crashes involving two small ones. See NHTSA, Traffic
Safety Trends and Forecasts (October 1981), at 58, reprinted at J.A. 79.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The agency tries to skirt the obvious conclusion with two specious arguments. First, it essentially
argues that the 27.5 mpg standard will have no effect on the availability of large cars (i.e., will
accomplish nothing at all). This, we have seen, is simply untrue. Second, the agency observes that
new cars now come with a variety of mandatory and optional safety features (airbags, anti-lock
brakes, etc.) that will presumably compensate for a decline in size. Id. At 21994/1-2.
There are two things wrong with this latter argument. First, so far as we can tell, the agency nowhere
claims that these safety innovations fully or even mostly compensate for the safety dangers associated with
downsizing. More critically, as in the relation between fuel economy and downsizing, the relevant inquiry is
whether stringent CAFE standards reduce auto safety below what it would be absent such standards. That
new safety devices may be coming on the market is all well and good, but it is immaterial to our inquiry
unless the implementation of those devices somehow depends on or is caused by more stringent CAFE
standards; no one even hints at such a link. Whatever extra safety devices may contribute to either type,
small cars remain more dangerous than large ones, all other things being equal. n3
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - n3 The point is widely recognized. See, e.g., NHTSA, Small Car Safety in the 1980's at 77 ("In the event of
a crash, the likelihood of injury is increased as the car's size decreases."); cf. Center for Auto Safety, Small
on Safety 87 (Clarence Ditlow ed. 1972) ("Small size and light weight impose inherent limitations on the
degree of safety that can be built into a vehicle. All known studies relating car size to crash injury conclude
that occupants of smaller cars run a higher risk of serious or fatal injury than occupants of larger cars.").
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -End Footnotes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ***
Nothing in the record or in NHTSA's analysis appears to undermine the inference that the 27.5 mpg
standard kills people, although, as we observed before, we cannot rule out the possibility that NHTSA
might support a contrary finding. Assuming it cannot, the number of people sacrificed is uncertain. Forced to
confront the issue, the agency might arrive at an estimate lower than that of two independent analysts who
came up with an annual death rate running into the thousands (for the cars produced in any one model
year). See Robert W. Crandall & John D. Graham, The Effect of Fuel Economy Standards on Automobile
Safety, 32 J. Law & Econ. 97 (April 1989). Yet the actual number is irrelevant for our purposes. Even if
the 27.5 mpg standard for model year 1990 kills "only" several dozen people a year, NHTSA must
exercise its discretion; that means conducting a serious analysis of the data and deciding whether
the associated fuel savings are worth the lives lost.

When the government regulates in a way that prices many of its citizens out of access to large-car
safety, it owes them reasonable candor. If it provides that, the affected citizens at least know that the
government has faced up to the meaning of its choice. The requirement of reasoned decisionmaking
ensures this result and prevents officials from cowering behind bureaucratic mumbo-jumbo.
Accordingly, we order NHTSA to reconsider the matter and provide a genuine explanation for
whatever choice it ultimately makes.
So ordered.
DISSENTBY: MIKVA (In Part)
DISSENT: Mikva, Chief Judge, dissenting in part: In 1989, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration ("NHTSA") terminated a rulemaking it had initiated to consider amending the statutory
automotive fleet fuel economy standard for the 1990 model year ("MY 1990"). Competitive Enterprise
Institute ("CEI") and Consumer Alert challenge that decision, alleging that NHTSA underestimated the safety
implications of failing to lower the statutory standard. Although I concur in the court's standing analysis, I
disagree on the merits. In deciding that NHTSA failed to evaluate the safety consequences of its action, the
majority intrudes into the agency's domain by substituting a judicial balancing of the evidence for NHTSA's
own considered judgment and then directing the agency to second-guess a standard set by Congress. Since
I think this is a speculative and improper venture, I dissent.
The majority concludes that it must remand because NHTSA offered no adequate explanation as to why
retaining the 27.5 mpg standard would not force carmakers to downsize their cars thus making it more
difficult for consumers to obtain larger, safer cars. Maj. Op. at 5. I find that NHTSA did adequately address
this concern.
When NHTSA terminated its rulemaking for MY 1990, thus leaving the 27.5 mpg standard in place, it
specifically addressed safety-related comments submitted by CEI and other organizations that urged
NHTSA to lower the CAFE standard for MY 1990 significantly. NHTSA agreed with these organizations that
vehicle "downsizing" accompanied fuel economy gains during the 1970s and early 1980s, and that light cars
are less safe than heavy cars in multi-vehicle collisions. See Fed. Reg. at 21,992-94 (1989). But NHTSA
specifically concluded that "there is no evidence demonstrating adverse safety consequences that would be
associated with retaining the 27.5 mpg standard in MY 1990." See id. at 21,993. The agency predicted that
automakers would not change their MY 1990 cars or marketing strategies regardless of its decision. In the
longer term, NHTSA anticipated that automakers would meet CAFE obligations without further downsizing
their cars. Even if a 27.5 mpg standard did restrict the larger car production for some manufacturers, NHTSA
said, consumers who prefer big cars would not buy small, relatively unsafe vehicles; instead, they would buy
large cars from other makers, purchase a minivan, or keep their current large cars. See id. at 21,991-94.
NHTSA's termination of the MY 1990 rulemaking is appropriately tested against the APA's familiar
"arbitrary and capricious" standard, see 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A), which focuses our inquiry on whether "we can
discern a reasoned path from the facts and considerations before the [agency] to the decision it reached."
Neighborhood TV Co. v. FCC, 239 App. D.C. 292, 742 F.2d 629, 639 (D.C. Cir. 1984). At the same time, we
must be mindful that NHTSA's decision to terminate this rulemaking leaves the regulatory status quo intact,
and therefore should be reviewed "somewhat more deferentially" than decisions to promulgate new rules.
Williams Natural Gas Co. v. FERC, 277 App. D.C. 3, 872 F.2d 438, 443-44 (D.C. Cir. 1989).
Under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act ("EPCA"), 15 U.S.C. § 2001 et seq. (1988), manufacturers
earn CAFE credits by exceeding the fleet mileage standard in a given year, and they may use these credits
to offset CAFE deficiencies incurred up to three years before or after the model year in question. 15 U.S.C. §
2002(l). Thus, CAFE deficiencies in MY 1990 may be offset by credits earned in MYs 1987-1989 or MYs
1991-1993, but any MY 1987 credits not used by MY 1990 would be lost.
NHTSA concluded that instead of downsizing their fleets in response to its decision to retain the 27.5 mpg
standard, carmakers would draw upon unused or "banked" CAFE credits. NHTSA based this decision on
testimony by Ford that it would not change its production or marketing plans if NHTSA failed to lower the MY

1990 CAFE standard, but instead intended to use accumulated credits. See 54 Fed. Reg. at 21,991. GM
stated in the same hearing that it might slow production of large cars unless NHTSA lowered the MY 1990
standard to 26.7 mpg or less. However, two subsequent developments suggested, in NHTSA's view, that
GM would use accumulated credits to offset any anticipated CAFE deficiency rather than changing MY 1990
production or marketing strategies. See id. (noting implications of Center for Auto Safety v. Thomas, 272
App. D.C. 395, 856 F.2d 1557 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (en banc), and citing most recent GM CAFE predictions).
The majority argues that requiring Ford and GM to use up credits in 1990 will have the same practical
effect as raising the CAFE standard for later model years, resulting in a long-term shift to smaller, more
dangerous cars. Maj. Op. at 5-6. This conclusion springs from NHTSA's projection that Ford would use
credits from both MY 1987 and MY 1988 to offset MY 1990 deficiencies, while GM would use MY 1988
credits exclusively. See, 54 Fed. Reg. at 21,991.
Ford's use of MY 1987 credits to avoid liability in MY 1990 could not have long-term consequences
because those credits would expire in MY 1990 if unused. The same is not true for MY 1988 credits,
however: using credits from MY 1988 in MY 1990 would reduce car-makers' leeway to exceed CAFE
standards in MY 1991, the last year when MY 1988 credits could be used. Finally, Ford and GM expected to
achieve a CAFE level of better than 26.5 mpg in MY 1990, see id., meaning that both would likely have
earned credits usable in MYs 1991-1993 had NHTSA chosen the lowest standard contemplated by its
proposed rulemaking.
NHTSA recognized that its decision to terminate the MY 1990 rulemaking would affect the availability of
CAFE credits in subsequent model years. See id. at 21,991, 21,994. Yet it anticipated that leaving the
statutory standard for MY 1990 in place would not force Ford or GM to produce smaller, less safe cars in
the 1991 model year or thereafter. NHTSA offered statistics showing that cars made by GM in MY 1988
were, on average, both heavier and more fuel efficient than cars made by Ford in the same year. "This
example," the agency said, "illustrates the point that not all CAFE gains come by reducing weight." Id. at
21,993.
NHTSA also cited evidence that in recent years Ford and GM have in fact improved the fuel mileage of
their cars by means other than weight reduction. Specifically, Ford's MY 1990 cars weighed about 150
pounds more on average than its MY 1983 cars, even though they travelled nearly one mile farther on each
gallon of gasoline. GM's cars evolved in the same direction between MY 1986 and MY 1990, gaining almost
100 pounds while registering an efficiency improvement of 0.4 mpg. Id. "Clearly," NHTSA concluded, "there
are methods of improving fuel economy that do not depend on downsizing or weight reduction." Id. Later in
its notice NHTSA specifically listed technologies that could be incorporated more thoroughly into Ford and
GM cars to improve fuel efficiency. Among these were several - including advanced transmission and
engine technologies and improved aerodynamics and rolling resistance - that would have no apparent effect
on vehicle weight or safety. See id. at 21,996. (Incorporating new technologies in cars built after MY 1990
could have cost implications not developed in the record before us, but that issue was not raised in the briefs
or at oral argument.) This court need not agree with the agency's position; it is enough that NHTSA's view is
not "so implausible that it could not be ascribed to a difference in view or the product of agency expertise."
Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43, 77 L. Ed. 2d 443, 103 S. Ct.
2856 (1983). I would therefore decline to disturb the agency's conclusion that termination of the MY 1990
rulemaking would have no safety impact.
The majority wants NHTSA to confront a perceived "trade-off" between human lives and fuel savings that
its decision to retain the 27.5 mpg standard purportedly creates. Maj. Op. at 11. NHTSA did confront the
trade-off and concluded that its decision would not necessarily result in a decrease in automobile safety.
NHTSA admitted that reducing car weight is one option available to manufacturers constrained by CAFE
standards to increase average fuel economy. See 54 Fed. Reg. at 21,993 (1989). It also conceded that
vehicle weight bears on occupant safety. See id. at 21,993-94. But, exercising its expertise, the agency
concluded that (as in recent years) those manufacturers who might shift production decisions in response to
a MY 1990 CAFE standard of 27.5 mpg would not necessarily choose to downsize their cars. The majority
concludes otherwise, emphasizing the inevitable link between CAFE standards, car size, and safety. In
response to NHTSA's point that consumers could get large cars elsewhere, my colleagues argue that the

record is bereft of any evidence that "any of these [alternatives] will give consumers large-car safety at the
prices that would have prevailed if NHTSA had made a less stringent choice." Maj. Op. at 9. But NHTSA
need not guarantee that consumers have access to a plentiful selection of moderately-priced large American
cars.
The majority's predictions about effects on the behavior of both manufacturers and consumers and the
likely safety consequences of these anticipated effects (e.g., fewer CAFE credits for MY 1991 which in turn
will force down-sizing, and increased prices faced by consumers leading to the retention of older cars)
represent musings that the agency considered and reasonably rejected. Once a court proceeds down such
a path on its own initiative there is no limit to what it might accomplish in a fit of deregulatory zeal: a
dramatically lower CAFE standard (let us say 15 mpg) would have allowed manufacturers to either sell more
large cars at lower prices or shift to fleets containing some tank-like vehicles that might be demanded by
particularly risk-averse customers. No doubt a world "absent CAFE regulation," Maj. Op. at 8, would be very
different, but such counter-factual exercises provide dubious grounds for upsetting NHTSA's decision to
abide by the CAFE standard chosen by Congress.
NHTSA's decision not to amend the standard for MY 1990 was neither arbitrary nor capricious. The
agency's predictions about the behavior of automobile manufacturers, although necessarily imprecise, fall
well within the broad bounds of reason. It may well be that the CAFE standards enacted by Congress have
made large cars less affordable and harder to find; government regulations typically, and often intentionally,
alter market behavior. While it might be hyperbole for the agency to find that a one mpg variance in the
standard would have absolutely no direct or indirect effect on safety, NHTSA could well decide that the
choice of a 27.5 mpg standard rather than a slightly lower one would have no adverse safety consequence.
The majority, by engaging in its own speculative endeavor, improperly second-guesses both Congress and
the agency entrusted with this task.
Long before Chevron gave administrative agencies an expanded charter for using their statutory authority,
our case lore made it clear that reviewing courts ought not indulge in their own preferences for regulatory
action. If the agency has met its responsibilities for fact-finding and decision-making under the APA, we
ought to restrain our temptation to tinker. NHTSA's administrative determination (namely that a failure to
reduce the MY 1990 CAFE standard by 1 mpg will not have an adverse effect on automobile safety) cannot
be called an arbitrary or capricious decision on this record; hence we should not disturb it. See State Farm,
463 U.S. at 43. I dissent.

